. . 434.95

94 95
234.95

AM 400 16K RAM Computer
A800 48K RAM Computer

...
......
.......
....... . .
......

SHARP MZ-80A

ATARI COMPUTERS
109 95
A850 Interface Module
39.95
A410 Programs Recorder
21.70
CX86 Printer Cable
21.70
CX88 RS232 Cable
17.00
C01655 Technical Users Notes
78.29
CXL401B Pilot Language
Selection ot educational graphic games
software available.

....

MZ 80 SFOD Drive
MZ-80 FB Dual D Drive
CP M-MZ-80A
MZ-80TU Assembler
MZ-8ADOZ FDOS
MZ-80AE0 Expansion Unit ... .
MZ-80AMU Master Diskette ..
MZ-8QP4 Printer
MZ-80P5 Printer

285.00
529.00

MZ-8QP6 Printer

320.00

64.95
44 95

41.95
99 95

...

29 95

649.00
289 95

HEWLETT PACKARD
HP-75C
PORTABLE
COMPUTER

• Accepts 48K of applicable
Rom.
• Touch-type typewriter like
keyboard.
• Powerful basic language.
• Uses same peripherals as
Series 40.
£739.00

........
........

BBC MICROCOMPUTERS
BBC Micro Model B
NOW IN STOCK
Games Paddle
Prestel Adaptor

347.95
11.30
129.95

Selection of educational, graphic
games software available.

LYNX
48K RAM expandable to 96K or
128K. You can start off using your
cassette recorder for program
and data storage. Lynx will
accept a wide range of add on
equipment, disc drives, printers
ranging from low cost dot matrix
to letter quality CP/M compati¬
bility.

SINCLAIR ZX COMPUTERS

COMMODORE MICRO
COMPUTERS

Spectrum 16K
Spectrum 48K

173.95

Commodore 64

£173 95

Selection ot educational, graphic games
software available.

86 95
112 95
34 80
19.95
49.95
79.00
34.75

ZX81 Computer
16K RAM
32KRAM
64KRAM
ZX Printer

APPLE
SPECIAL OFFER
for Limited Period
Apple He

Disk Drive
W/controller
80 col card

899.00

.....
......

Apple lie
Kaga 12" Monitor
Disc Drive
80 Col + 64K
Apple writer
Multiplan
Apple Dot

645.00
99.95
199.95
149.95
109.95
149.95

CASIO
FX002 W1 11Printer
nUMIP

FX562P

Apple III 256K
Apple Dot Matrix Printer
Apple Writer III

FX700P
PB10Q Computer

71.25
19.95

.

43 95

43 95
34 95

"H

it...,.

MICRO RENTAL

Commercial Rates. 10%olthe equipment s
• retail
value per week's hire.
OR
tor the first month.
• And20%
10% per subsequent month

•

Tel: 938 15M

r

—

—-

i\

i

64.95
79 95
139.95
124.95
29.95

.......
......

HEWLETT PACKARD

81.72
89 95

......

125.37
259.95

294.21

69.56
78.25

130.45

|r.M«ii:-is:rs I
:I
[

DEANS

of Kensington

1 91 , Kensington High Street
London W8
Tel: 01-938 1588 Ext. 7

Prices are subject to change
without notice.
Add 15% VAT.
Send orders with cheque
payable to DEANS. State goods
required. SECURICOR add
£6.00.

only
2395.00

•

Free Sony C6

VDU’s& MONITORS

.
..
.
.

P.O.A.
Sony 20 ROB Monitor
99.00
12 Green Kaga Monitor
.99.00
12 Black Kaga Monitor
12 Amber Kaga Monitor .....119.95
259.95
Kaga Colour RGB
. 199.95
Sony 12 TV

PRINTERS
EPSON
MXIOOFTType III
FX80FT 160 cps
RXSOIOOcps.
SEIKQSHA
GP100A

6P100VC
Paper Tiger 455

.430.00

. 389.95

.279.95
425.00
.189.95

. 219.95

.299.95

EPSON HX-20
PORTABLE
COMPUTER
Portability for programmability any¬
where. Diminitive fully featured
business computer, that is small
and light enough to slip into a
briefcase. Specifications include
integrated LED screen, printer and
microcnssettn, 1EK RAM expand¬
able to 32K, and its own recharge¬
able power supply. Ideal for people
on the move.
Epson HX-2016K.
P.O.A.

V EPSON QX-10

44.26
50 53
64.95
84 95

18.95
50 67

Card Reader
Printer
Digital Cassette Drive

.

)

only

HP-32E Pre-programmed ....
HP-10C Programmable
HP-11C Programmable
HP-15C Advanced Program
HP-1BC Programmable
HP-12C Financial

SHARP PORTABLE COMPUTERS

.

Education

139.95

128.95
179.95

PC1251
CE125
PC1500 Colour
CE150 Primer
CE152 (4K RAM)
CE153
CE155 8K Battery
CE158RS232

.....

VISICALC III
Self TRAINING Manual
1995.00
DEANS Price

i

1

••Engineering
Business
••Science

Matrix Printer ....399.95

Apple III
BUSINESS SYSTEM

DRAGON 32

OLIVETTI M20 16- BIT
MICRO

BOOKS
At DEANS we stock a complete range
it books tor computer users. Whether
you want to learn about machinelanguage or SASIC, games programs or
business programs, we probably have
the book tor you.
Why don't you come in and have a look
at our tine selection? It you're out ef
town, or can't get to Kensington, then
send us an S.A.E. and we'll rush you
our books catalogue.
Remember: it's books for learning,
and it's DEANS for the best in compu¬
ter books!

Company

Tel No

The QX-10. A tully integrated De¬
sktop Microcomputer system that
takes the hard work out of using
software.
More Power tor money, 192K up¬
gradable to 2S6K RAM, incredible
graphics capability, with zoom
facility, RS232C and parallel inter¬
faces end multi-font BASIC as stan¬
dard. Compare that with systems
costing twice Die price.
80 col. x 25 lines screen with hill
bit image control, 640 1 400 resolu¬
tion tor greater definition. 16:1
zoom and special effects as well as
unique split screen facility allowing
different typestyles and graphics to
be shown together lor educational
applications.
196 RAM

__

To: DEANS ot Kensington
191, Kensington High St.
London W8

PCW13

TEXAS TI-99/4A

[BBC

Model ‘B
MICRO

TEXAS
Software
Cartridges
Now from ONLY

£11.95
Exceptional value from SPECTRUM and represent¬
ing probably the finest home micro computervalue
on the market today' - The TEXAS TI-99/4A is built to
an extremely high standard and is highly recom¬
mended by SPECTRUM for its utter reliability.
16K RAM (expandable to 48K) Built-in 14K Byte
BASIC interpreter 9 16 Bit Microprocessor ■ 16
Colour High Resolution graphics ■ Uses easy slot-in
cartndge modules - from only £11 95 9 Extensive
range of solid state software command modules
available from games to architectural aids 9 Optional
programming languages-UCSD. PASCAL. TI-LOGO&

•

»

Check with your
local SPECTRUM
dealer NOW for
our super new
LOW price

ASSEMBLER

ORIC-1
Special

ORIC PRINTER
Offer!
Get a £40 Cash Voucher
redeamable against an Oric
Printer when you buy the
ORIC 48K computer from
SPECTRUM - ask for details
A superbly designed and engin¬
eered micro and great value-formoney from SPECTRUM. Offering
48K RAM Colour - (8 foreground
and 8 background can he displayed
at the same time) High resolution
graphics Userdefinable Graphics.
Full sound (6 octaves of controll¬
able sound) Easy to use keyboard
with moving keys. Standard Cen¬
tronics parallel interface allows
easy connection to a wide range of
printers etc.

Spectrum

Yes, this top selling Micro system
is now available from your local
SPECTRUM dealer -the BBC
Model‘B’ offering 32K RAM plus a
full back-up or peripherals &
software too! It’s an infinitely
expandable machine, ideal for the
home or business and is already
widely used for educational pur¬
poses in schools - so the chances
are your children may already be
well familiar with its operation,
which must make it the ideal
choice for the home too!

........

SPECTRUM FACTS
Maximum user RAM
Text Screen
High Resolution
Cassette Lead

IKON FLOPPY TAPE DRIVE
for the BBC The Ideal alternative!

ET" £155.25
£19.95

.. 240x200

We regret

that there is a shortage on ail BBC
equipment -please phone you near¬
est store before making a journey to
check stock position.

/ FREE!

Included

VOUCHER

Bring this voucher to your local SPECTRUM
dealer when you purchase an ORIC-1 48K
and it will entitle you to purchase the following
4 titles of software at HALF PRICE!

28 PCW

Please note!

47,870 Bytes
28x40

HALF-PRICE

PCW

......

£29.90
BBC Tape Recorder
Acorn software Cassette based
from £9.95
Acorn Disk based sotware
£11.50
BBC cassette based software
from £9.95

SHARP MZ-80A

Now available P A.S.E. joystick interface for ORIC-1 £14.95

Multigames
ORIC Flight

BBC Single Disk Drive 100K
E265.0G
BBC Dual Disk Drive BOOK
£803.85

Now available

Spectrum Price

Price
ONLY

SPECTRUM
PRICE

Chess
Zodiac

4

« I

(

(

4

4

I

*

>-4

4 -4 4 4 4 *1

£75 WORTH j
of software
with every MZ8QA
purchased

Desk top genius! the all-in-one
SHARP MZ-80A. Ready to run the
moment you get it home. Built-in
keyboard. CRT 9” display and

cassette data storage with 48K
RAM. The BASIC with extra useful
additions, offers quite a powerful
micro for the home or business ■
4K Byte ROM 48K Byte RAM • 2K Byte
Video RAM ■ ASC11 profiled key¬
board - numeric pad ■ 2 Page Video
RAM allows screen to be scrolled up
or down. ■ CP/M available

E399

Floppy Disks and Accessories

for MZ-80A
Twin Floppy Disk Unit fine 1/0 Card
£803 85
Disk. Cable)
£625.60
Twin Disk Unit (only) .
Single Floppy Disk Unit
£395 60
£27.60
Cable for F/D Drive
Printers and Accassories for MZ-80A.
MZ BOB A MZ-80K
80 Col Tractor Feed Pnnter inc
£431 .25
Cable t /0 Card & Rom

Easier commuting
to computing

...

THE NEW ADDRESS OF LEEDS COMPUTER CENTRE IS SS WADE LANE LEEDS.

In the spacious new showrooms of the Leeds Computer Centre you
will be welcome to browse through a most comprehensive range of
microcomputers, peripherals, books and media. Our aim is to provide the
finest service possible for personal, educational, O E M , industrial and
business users.
We offer expertise gained from years on the microcomputer scene.
Also product knowledge stemming from dealerships in NASCOM,
SHARP, EPSON, TEXAS, GEMINI, QUANTUM, ORIC and DRAGON
which we have held ever since they first came onto the market
You will find just the help you need at the
Leeds Computer Centre.

COMPUTER CENTRE

—

—

PC3S00
BUSINESS COMPUTER

Main

Dealer
Full range stocked. FuM technical
support. Full range of software

MONOCHROME £2064.25 inc VAT
£25 18.50 me VAT
FULL COLOUR
640x400 HIGH RES OP TION
£299.00 me VAT
Prices include:128K RAM. CPU ; Keyboard.
Display Unit SHARP FDOS
MBASIC: CP/M 2.2:
\ PEACHCALC
PEACHTREE BUSINESS
PACKAGES ARE AVAILABLE
FOR SALES. PURCHASE.
NOMINAL , STOCK, PAYROLL.
WORD PROCESSING etc

MZ80A (43k) PERSONAL
COMPUTER FREE
SOFTWARE INCLUDED
£549.00 inc VAT

TWIN DISK SYSTEM MZQOA
£879.75 inc VAT
SHARP FTT P6 PRINTER
£488.75 me VAT
Either of the above
options require

ROCKET COMPUTERS A

PERIPHERALS

PC 1251 WALLET SIZE POCKET
fTfltS inc VAT
COMPUTER
CE125 PRINTER & MICROCASSETTE
£99.95 nc VAT
1PA 19 STATISTIC 5 GAMES
£ 14.00 <nc VAT
PROGRAMS
1PB 20 ENGINEERING & GAMES
£14.95 me VAT
PROGRAMS
12C 20 MATHEMATICS & GAMES
£14.95 >nc VAT
PROGRAMS
PC 1500 PORTABLE COMPUTER
£159.95 inc VAT
CE 150 XV PLOTTER A PRINTER

an expansion
unit on the
MZ80A
£115.00
inc VAT

Stop Press

£149.95 'M: VAT
CE 152 CASSE TTE RECORDER £39.95 nc VAT
CE15A APPLICATIONS TAPE £ 14.95 • nc VAT

Luo...
mc VAi
from LUCAS
me VAT
(48k )
72.44
1
2
£
me VAT
3
VIDEOCARD
me VAT
from

NASCOM MICROCOMPUTER £631.35
NASCOM MI
CROCOMPUTER £540.50
NASCOM ADVANCED
**9.00
NASCOM DISK SYSTEMS SYSTEM
VAT
NASCOMDISK OPERATING
75 me
22 £143.
NASCOMCP/M
NASCOM

GM802ÿ4Dx7smcVÿDEO
RAM
pn
c VAT
GM812 ,NT6C143-J*rONTflOUjÿj

jnC

GM829

NEW!

LUCAS LX
PRINTERPRICE

MATRIX
INTRODUCTORY
VAT
£366.85
inc

only
This is

as

PRINTERS
SEIKOSHA GP 100A
LUCAS LX80
NEC 8023
EPSON FX80
BROTHER HR- 1

£247.25 me VAT
£366.85 inc VAT
£447.35 me VAT
£503.70 me VAT
£747.50 me VAT

ourÿf
PRINTER INTERFACES
£17.25 me VAT
CENTRONICS CABL E
£ 1 7.25 me VAT
BBC CABLE
£17.25 me VAT
DRAGON CABL E
£ 17.25 me VAT
ORIC CABLE
MZ80K CENTRONICS INTERFACE £80.00 me VAT
MZQOA CENTRONICS INTERFACE £97.75 me VAT
MZ80B CENTRONICS INTERFACE £97.75 me VA',

EPSON HX20 THE PORTABLE
MIRACLE from £462.30 me VAT
54 PCW

VAj

NEW! SHARP CASSETTE BUSINESS
SOFTWARE NOW IN STOCK for the MZ80A
These packages run on the standard MZQOA with
cassette This means a complete business system.
including printer, can cost £ 1000 00 plus VAT
Packages are - DIRECTORY. PRICE LIST. SALES
LEDGER. PURCHASE LEDGER. INVOICING AND
STOCK CONTROL
The system can be expanded to disks without the
loss of data
NEW! SHARP PC3500 BUSINESS COMPUTER
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
Full range of PEACHTREE ON DEMO
NEW! LUCAS LX80 80 COLUMN DOT MATRIX
PRINTER EXCELLENT VALUE
FREE! DESK DATA SOFTWARE WORTH £46 WITH
EVERY EPSON HX20
FREE! Printer Lead with any printer
SHARP MZ80K HI RES GRAPHICS FROM
QUANTUM MICROS £115 00 me VAT
SUPERBRAIN. IF YOUR SUPERBRAIN NEEDS
TRUE DESCENDERS WE HAVE THE ANSWER
FOR £23 00 me VAT
NASCOM 2 GRAPHICS ON YOUR NASCOM 1 FOR
ONLY £23.00 me VAT

iBfiFrlecFl
COMPUTER PRODUCTS LTD
Trading as Leeds Computer Centre
Please call or write for full details
Leeds Computer Centre, 55 Wade Lane,
Merrion Centre, Leeds
LS28NJ. Tel. 0532458877

THE NEW SHARP MZ-700
by Graham Knight
SPECIFICATION

The MZ-700 has 64K user RAM, 4K VIDEO RAM, 4K CHARACTER
GENERATOR ROM, and 4K MONITOR ROM — a total memory of
76K. The keyboard has 69 proper full stroke keys in a QWERTY layout.
5 special keys allow the user to define 10 functions. Four cursor arrow
keys are on a separate pad allowing quick editing and skilful game
control.
The Z-80A CPU runs at 3.6MHz giving very fast processing times
(Benchmark 4 takes just 8.6 seconds). Optional extras are a 4 colour
plotter-printer and a neat 1200 bps cassette. An interface for a larger
Sharp printer is built in. A 50 way connector is incorporated for other
peripherals. Sockets are also provided for connecting joysticks and
using a separate cassette. The eight colour display can be viewed on
any TV set. Composite video and RGB connectors are provided for
those wishing to use a monitor.

KNIGHTS DESIGN

We have been to Sharp at Osaka, Japan, three times in the last 18
months and have been closely involved in the European release of this
model Sharp originally intended to export the MZ-700 with 256
characters similar to those on the MZ-80K. We persuaded Sharp to
incorporate our character generator which gives 512 characters.
Many computers have a very limited number of characters, often just
1 28 and sometimes with no small letters. Some micros get around this
limitation by allowing the user to define shapes but this involves
complex programming. Our easily programmed 512 characters
includeall the original Sharp shapes with the addition of ' outline"letters
and numbers, space invaders, rockets, planes, tanks, cars, snakes,
bullets, guns, faces, gremlins, fruit, ghosts, flying saucers, chess
pieces, a TV set and the MZ-700 itself. For more serious applications
we added a mass of electrical symbols including transistors, diodes,
capacitors, gates, etc, plus scientific, Greek and other language
characters.
All of us at Knights were involved in designing this section of the
MZ-700 and we would like to publicly thank the staff at Sharp for their
help and enthusiasm. It is a great honour for our British design to be
incorporated in Sharp s MZ-700 export production.

EIGHT COLOURS
Many colour computers give very poor colour indeed and many micros
limit the number of colours displayed at any one time. On the Sharp
each of the 1,000 characters on the screen can be individually
programmed for foreground and background colour. With a choice of
eight colours, 512 characters, and 1 .000 positions you have a fantastic
possibility of 28,000,000 different colour displays, the Sharp MZ-700
colourisexcellent. We have even been able to program a colour TV test
card — we have never seen any other computer come close to the
Sharp for colour saturation and definition.

EXTENDED BASIC

Each MZ-700 is supplied with an extended BASIC which includes
commands to control the plotter-printer and peripherals. Commands
include: AUTO, AXIS, CIRCLE, CLOSE, COLOUR, CURSOR, DEF
FN, DEF KEY, DELETE BLOCK, GET, G PRINT, HSET, IF — ERN, IF
— ERN, INP PORT, KEY LIST. LEFTS, LINE. MERGE, MID$, MODE

—

GR. MOVE, MUSIC. ON ERROR GOTO, ON — GOSUB, ON —
GOTO, OUT PORT, PAGE. PAI, PCOLOUR. PEEK, PHOME, PLOT
ON. PRINT USING, RAD, RENUMBER, RIGHTS. RUNE, RMOVE,
SET, SGN, SIZE, SKIP, STRS, TEMPO. TEST, TIMES. TRACE, and
WOPEN.

REVOLVING VIDEO MEMORY

The MZ-700 features a most unusual 4K video memory which stores
50 lines of characters. The screen shows a 25 line section which can be
moved to show any part of the VRAM. A 50 line program listing can be
scrolled round and round giving a revolving cylinder effect and this can
give truly amazing screen displays in programs.

PLOTTER-PRINTER

The 4 colour plotter-printer has a horizontal resolution of 480 points. It
feeds the paper up and down so the vertical resolution is only limited by
the length of paper Characters can be printed in 64 different sizes from
1mm to 10cms high. Programs can be printed in 20, 40, or 80 character
per line format. Characters can be orientated in four directions — the
right way up, upside down and sideways. The BASIC has many new
commands for use with the plotter-printer allowing very complex
patterns, drawings or graphs to be created easily.

CLEAN COMPUTER

Some micros have small memories and are stuck in a single language.
Sharp micros are designed as ‘clean computers" — that means there is
a maximum of RAM memory and a minimum of ROM. Languages are
loaded from tape and this means that if our MACHINE CODE
LANGUAGE is used the whole 64K of memory is available. Many
customers progress from BASIC to FORTH, MACHINE CODE,
ASSEMBLER, or PASCAL. The ability to load different languages on
tape is a most important feature.

FREE PROGRAMS

Each MZ-700 from KNIGHTS will be supplied with four languages and
40 programs. The prices in brackets are what you will pay if you buy your
MZ-700 elsewhere!
TEN of JAPAN S best games SNAKE, SPACE BEE, SEND ONE,
PAINFUL MAN, LAND ESCAPE, CIRCUS STAR, SEARCHER,
BATTLE, ROUND STREET, and SUPER PUCKMAN
TEN KNIGHTS PROGRAMS (£34) — CRIBBAGE, SUICIDE RUN,
TEACH MULTIPLICATION, TEACH DIVISION. VICIOUS VIPER,
MOTORING COSTS, STATISTICS, HOME ACCOUNTS. CRASHER,
AMERICAN BOWLING.
PASCALLANGUAGE + 12 Pascal programs
(£25)
MACHINE CODE LANGUAGE
(£12)
FORTH LANGUAGE + 5 programs
(£25)

—

MZ-700 PRICES

The MZ-711 desktop micro is known as the Jack in Japan — it costs
£215. The MZ-721 is known as the Queen andis themodel with the built
in cassette — it costs £248. The MZ-731 is known appropriately as the
KNIGHT and has the cassette and plotter-printer built in — it costs
£359. Customers outside the UK add £10 for air freight. UK customers
get free Securicor delivery but remember to add Maggie s VAT.

PS We have sold thousands of Sharp products all over the World during the last nine years and have never had to charge for a single repair. I wish we
could find someone to supply cars on the same basis! Ring or write for our latest newsletters and price lists.

Knights Computers
108 Rosemount Place, Aberdeen Tel: 0224 630526
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ADVICE
EXPERT
AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR THE MZ-SOK
Chris Pratt takes a look at the flexibility of expert systems in general and focuses in on the M YCIX,
specially written for the Sharp MZ-80K.
If you think expert systems will only run on
powerful disk-based micros and minis,
here is a pleasant surprise. You can run a
perfectly respectable expert system on a
48k , tape-based machine, and what is more
you can write it yourself.
I lere’s a description of an expert system
called MYCIX which was written initially
for the Sharp MZ-80K.
Before looking at MYCIX in detail , let’s
just look at some examples of what an
expert system such as MYCIX can do.

Taxonomy

somewhat restricted but, surprisingly
enough, about 400 species, that is roughly
the size of a Collins Field Guide, can be
held in memory together with the expert
system program.
Let’s now look briefly at another couple
of examples of the use of this expert
system.

Diagnosing
in men and
machines

faults

Let us say you find a toadstool and you Diseases in man, and for that matter, all
want to know what species it is and whether animal and plant life, often manifest
it is edible , poisonous, harmful to trees and themselves in more than one symptom and
so on. Or you discover a caterpillar in the need several tests to be identified. The
garden but you’re not sure whether it is a same applies to faults in complex mecha¬
for
pest or a species which will turn into a rare nical and electrical machines
butterfly . Or perhaps your job involves the instance, the automobile.
for instance,
identification of species
The same expert system can be used but
micro organisms which cause disease.
in this case an automobile fault knowledge¬
You may decide to consult a human base or a human disease knowledge-base is
expert or you may decide to browse loaded.
through a guidebook. Another alternative
Using the same features, the expert
would be to consult an expert system.
system will attempt to diagnose the fault.
Having loaded your expert system, you
then need to load the appropriate know¬
fungi, insects, trees or
ledge base
whatever. The expert system then asks a
series of questions and, assuming the
search algorithm is fairly efficient, it will
soon tell you the family, genus and species
of your specimen. Of course, some Having looked briefly at some typical
questions may not be immediately answer- applications of the expert system, let us
for instance, in the case of micro now turn to the implementation . First of all
able
organisms which may require tests to be we will examine three fundamental build¬
Menus, Assertions and
performed to enable the questions to be ing blocks
Rules. Then we will turn to the database
answered.
So far so good, but no matter how structure as this is the starting point of the
efficient the search algorithm, there may design and the major factor affecting the
be very distinctive characteristics which facilities and flexibility of the expert
you want to tell the expert system about, to system. The next sections deal with the
speed up the search, just as, when program which enables us to teach the
consulting a human expert, you would tell expert system and to consult it. Finally we
him or her straight away about the look at that essential component of expert
distinctive features.
systems user-friendliness and the extent
You will probably be puzzled by the to which we can achieve ‘natural language’
reasoning behind the questions asked by communication with a personal computer
the expert system and you may want to expert system.
acquire some of its expertise, so another
feature you should include in the expert
system is the ability to answer questions
such as: 'Why did you ask me that?' and
‘What have you established so far?’ and The expert system presents questions to
the user in the form of ‘menus’:
'What is the rule for such and such?’
Well, we’ve now got a fairly powerful Menu Title:
expert system, but without disks, how on 1 . Option 1
earth can we store all the knowledge 2. Option 2
(rules)? The answer is that we are N. Option N

—

—

—

Implementation
of the
expert system

—

—

—

Menus, Assertions

and Rules

184 PCW

For example, in the case of a fungi
database
Location:
1. On wood
2. On soil
3. In grass
4. Under conifer
5. Under broad-leafed tree
the user merely enters the appropriate
option number.
The expert system presents conclusions
or Assertions to the user. Continuing with
the fungi database example an Assertion
might be:
The genus is Agaricus
The species is Amanita Phalor:
loides (deadly poisonous)
or simply: Field mushroom
Now let’s look at the third and most
important building block of the expert
the Rules. The rules are stored
system
and presented in the form:
If Menu Title A is Option B, Menu Title
C is Option D, and Menu Title E is Option
F, then Assertion G.

—

or:
If Assertion H, Menu Title I is Option J,
Menu Title K is Option L, . . . and Menu
Title M is Option N, then Assertion P.
For instance:
If colour of spores is white , surface of cap
is scaly, joint of cap and stem is ball and
socket, gill shape is free, and immature gill
covering is ring, then the genus is Lepiota.
If the genus is Lepiota, colour of cap is
dark brown, size of mature cap is 8-I5cm,
and flesh colour is orange when cut, then
the species is Lepiota Rhacodes.
Notice how the Assertion of one rule
may be a condition of another rule.
Before moving to the database structure
let us look at a couple of other examples.
First, a rule from a medical database, then
one from an automobile database.
If the site of the culture is blood, the
gram stain of the organism is gramneg, the
morphology of the organism is rod , and the
patient is a compromised host , then there is
suggestive evidence that the identity of the
organism is Pseudo-Aeruginosa.
If oil pressure is low, noise from top of
engine is knocking, oil loss is below timing
case, and overflow valve is not leaking,
then there is evidence that there is a crack
in the timing case and the camshaft is worn
due to loss of oil pressure.

Database
structure
If you’re not used to working with arrays
and pointers, you may have some difficulty

—

following the description of the database
structure, but don’t give up it gets much
easier after this.
The database structure, as illustrated in
Fig 1, contains three large single dimen¬
sional arrays containing the Menus, the
Assertions and the Rules.
To conserve memory, each new record,

Menu, Assertion or Rule is packed next to
the previous record. Of course, holding
fixed length records in a two dimensional
array is much simpler but the fixed record
size must then correspond to the size of the
largest record and a large proportion of the
memory would be wasted. These three
arrays and a Menu Index array from the

knowledge base are stored on tape and
loaded into memory.
Let us look at each array in the
knowledge-base in turn. The Menu array
contains a set of menus, each containing
the data characters as displayed plus the
carriage return characters. The Assertion
array contains a set of assertions, each
PCW185

EXPERT ADVICE

31 Menus
305 Assertions
322 Rules

—

1. Add Menu
2. List Menu

containing the characters as displayed plus options, and 10,000 assertions, which is
a carriage return character. The Menu more than adequate for a 48k machine.
Index array contains two entries per menu The last four elements of the Rule array
the first entry points to (ie, gives a contain tailpointers for the Rule and
displacement for) the menu while the Assertion arrays,' the number of asser¬
second entry contains the number of tions, and a tailpointer for the Rule Index
options in the menu. The last two entries array.
This last array is not stored on tape, but it
contain tail pointers for the Menu and
Menu Index arrays. These point to the last is part of the knowledge-base. It is created
entries in each array. The function of the from the Rule array each time a new
Menu Index array will become clearer knowledge-base is loaded. Each entry is a
from the description of the consulting pointer to a Rule in sequential order.
program. Menus, options and assertions in When consulting the expert system, rules
the Rule integer array are represented as found to be invalid are marked as such by
adding 10,000 to the pointer. This prevents
follows:
Conditional assertion Negative of the unnecessary searching.
In addition to the five arrays in the
pointer to the assertion.
Menu knowledge-base, there are two arrays for
Menu/Option combination
storing temporary data during a consulta¬
Index pointer x 100 + Option Number.
Concluding assertion Negative of the tion. In effect, they store the characteris¬
tics of the subject of the consultation.
pointer to the assertion 10,000.
Using this arrangement, each condition Menus, options and assertions are stored
or assertion occupies one array element, in in the same form as in the Rule array. It is a
this case, two bytes. This gives an upper comparison of these arrays with the Rule
limit of 320 Menus each with up to 99 array which enablesdeductions to be made

—

——

—

5921 Bytes
6207 Bytes
5824 Bytes

Do you want to:

3. Add Assertion
4. List Assertion
5. Add Rule
6. List Rule
K Save Knowledge-Base

E End Session
Fig 2 MYCIX Learning Program
about the subject of the consultation.
Again this will become clearer from the
description of the consulting program.

Teaching the
expert system
On a small personal computer, it is not
advisable to try to combine the learning
and consulting program, as the larger the
program size is, the smaller the database
size can be.
Let us start with the learning program,
that is, the program which enables a human
expert to teach the expert system by
creating and modifying a knowledge-base.
Fig 2 shows the most important screen
format presented by the program.
To add a menu, the number 1 is keyed.
The system prompts the user for the menu
title and options. Listing menus is possible
from a Master Menu which lists the Menu
titles. Keying 3 and 4 enables assertions to
be entered and listed . Rules are inserted by
entering assertion, menu and option
numbers when prompted by the system.
Listing a rule displays the full textual form
of the rule.
The program ensures that all rules are
self-consistent. A rigorous check that each
rule is consistent with every other rule is
more complex and fairly slow. The best
solution is probably a separate program
which just performs this cross-checking
function.
The screen format in Fig 2 continuously
updates a display of the total number of
Rules, Menus and Assertions and the
amount of array space consumed. This is a
help when building large knowledge¬
bases.
At intervals as a knowledge-base is built
up, it is saved to tape, and reloaded when
additions are required.
‘Change’ and ‘Delete’ commands are
perfectly possible, but at the expense of
knowledge-base space.

Consultation
Having organised the database and a
means of setting up the database, we are
now able to construct a program for
consulting the expert system. Fig 3 shows
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Notes: I. Underlining indicates user input
tvpc »v I am unable to tell you any more
An a*tcrnal,vc

fig J MYCIX Consulting Program
the main state transitions for the consulting
program. When the program is run, it
invites the user to load a knowledge-base.
It then invites the user to:
let the expert system ask the questions
(ie, select the menus); or
select the menus himself.
Let us examine a typical consultation.
The user decides to let the expert system
ask the questions and heis presented with a
menu. He selects an option and the expert
system tells him that it needs more
information. Again he decides to let the
expert system ask the questions. When the
next menu is presented, the user asks the
system why it presented that menu. It will
then display the rule in textual form that it
is currently working on. The user decides
that the rule is not relevant and decides to
select the next menu himself.
He goes to the Master Menu and selects
an option. He continues this process for a
while until the system tells him that it has
established something, and displays the
concluding assertion. However the expert
system recognises that it may be able to
deduce further assertions and invites the
user to continue the consultation. The user
asks the system what it has established so
far, and it displays the relevant assertions
and menu/option combinations in a textual
form. Eventually the system recognises
that it can deduce no more, informs the
user, and asks if he requires another
consultation.
Let’s now look at why we need the four
arrays Profile, Deduction, Rule Index
and Menu Index.
Profile and Deduction are normally
identical and contain the user selected
menu/option combinations. When the
expert system locates a rule whose condi¬
tions are a subset of Profile, the concluding
assertion is entered in Deduction along
with any unmatched menu/option com¬
binations. Deduction is then copied to

—

—

—

—
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Profile. The expert system then checks aspects which I have found to be impor¬
whether the new contents of Profile are tant:
Each new output is preceded by a clear
capable of matching any of the rules
screen command to remove obsolete
before inviting the user to continue the
information.
consultation.
Each output includes instructions to the
Rule Index, as well as providing an
index into the rule array, contains a flag to
user and lists are completed with an end
of list message.
indicate which rules are still valid. Each
Long lists can be scrolled on the screen .
time a search is made, only valid rules are
All user input ischecked for validity and
searched. When all rules become invalid,
all arrays are protected from overflow.
the expert system tells the user that it is
Associated with each array declaration
unable to help him any more.
Menu Index contains the number of
is a variable declaration which is used
for checking for overflow. When array
options in each menu. This is useful for
range checking user input and for output¬
sizes are changed, the variable must
ting rules in textual format. It also enables
also be changed.
Displayed information is in plain En¬
menWoption combinations in Rule to be
glish wherever possible. In particular
held in one array element.
Having looked at the operation of the
rules are displayed as sentences.
However, rules are created using a
consulting program and the use of the
various arrays, I should say a few words
numeric method for simplicity and to
ensure that the correct links are made to
about the search algorithm. Although not
the menu and assertion arrays.
very large, this part of the program needs
considerable care in its design to ensure
speedy response times. Fortunately, as the
size of Profile gets bigger, the number of CONCLUSION
valid rules gets smaller, so the response
There are no major problems in building a
time does not degrade.
Automatic selection of menus for dis¬ rule based expert system on a 48k
play is done by selecting menus which have tape-based microcomputer although a
not been displayed, from Rules marked as number of compromises have to be made.
valid. As this is sequential, it follows that, One simplification not mentioned so far is
when creating a knowledge-base, the most the omission of fuzzy logic. It is not always
frequently applicable rules should be possible to state rules with 100 per cent
entered first and the least frequently certainty, so rules of the form ‘If Condition
applicable rules entered last, for instance then Assertion with 80 per cent certainty’
in the case of Taxonomy, the most can be useful. Similarly, if the user’s
common Genera and Species should be knowledge is incomplete, it would be
useful if the system could say: ‘The most
entered first.
likely answer is x but it may be y or z’ but it
can’t. Another simplification is the omis¬
sion of ‘ors’ linking conditions as well as
‘ands’. In practice ‘ors’ are far less common
An essential aspect of any program, but than ‘ands’ and it is always possible to
especially expert systems, is user- implement an ‘or’ by creating two rules
friendliness. The following are a few with the same concluding assertion.

—

—

—
—
——

—
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LOGIC
SHARP
AND BASIC INGENUITY
In 'Making the most of the MZ-80K (PCW, March 83), Maurice Hawes discussed the weaknesses in Basic
S P-5025 and looked at methods of compensating for these by extending the interpreter. This is indeed one way of
dealing with the deficiencies of SP-5025; J P L Hooper wonders whether a little ingenuity might not be another.

At first glance, the conditional statements
allowed under Basic SP-5025 appear
somewhat limited. Although numeric
values can be compared both for equality
(as in IF A=5 . . . ) and inequality (IF
A<>5 . . . ), strings can be tested only for
equality. There is no direct equivalent to
the statement ‘IF A$<>“Y"\ for exam¬
ple. Similarly, although AND (test suc¬
ceeds if all ANDed expressions are true)
and inclusive OR (one or more of
expressions are true) are supported. Ex¬
clusive OR (one, and only one, expression
true and NOT (converse of expression
true) are not. With a little creative coding,
however, these limits can be overcome.
Unlike some Basics, SP-5025 does not
use the words ‘AND’ and ‘OR’ in
conditional statements, but employs in¬
stead the arithmetical symbols “’ and *+’
and this provides the clue as to what the
interpreter is doing. Each expression in the
statement is tested individually for truth
(or untruth) according to the rules of
Boolean Algebra, and the value of the
whole conditional part of the conditional
statement is then assessed upon the basis of
simple arithmetic according to the signs ‘+ ’
(plus) and “’ (multiplied by). It works as
follows:
for
1) Each individual expression
example , A =5 is evaluated ; in this case ,
does A equal 5 or not? If true, the value —1
is the result (on some micros, 1 results).
SP-5025 can be made to do this, according
to S N Brown. PCW, page 149. Julv 1982.
13541,20:
by
POKEing 8861,20:
13562,20), while if false the result is 0. A
typical Boolean Algebra equation might
read
B= 1— (A=5)
which, if A/s5,meansB=l— (-1), =1+ 1,
=2, and if A is not 5 means B = l- (0), = I .
Similarly, the equation
C=20— 2* (A=5)
gives C=22 if Ais5,andC=20if A is not 5.
2) In a conditional statement such as
IF A=5 THEN PRINT “IT DOES”
the interpreter evaluates the ‘A=5’ part,
and comes up with -1 or 0 depending on
whether A is 5 or not . The whole statement
is then dealt with on the basis that if the
whole conditional expression (in this case
‘A=5’) evaluates to zero then the test fails,
while if it evaluates to anything else
to
any non-zero value
then the test
succeeds.
In a conditional statement like

—

—

—

—
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IF (A=5) + (B<6) THEN . . .
each Boolean expression is evaluated
separately and then and here is the real
the separate results
core of the matter
are combined arithmetically according to
the symbol involved (which, in this
example, is *+’). So. if A is 5, and B is not
less than 6, then:
‘A=5’ results in -1;
‘B<6’ results in 0:
and the combination results in ( 1) + (0),

——

-

The combination has a non-zero value, so
the test succeeds.
Incidentally, if B was less than 6 then:
‘B<6’ results in -1;
and the combination results in (—1) +
so
(— 1), =— 2. The test still succeeds
that this is an inclusive OR!
So, how does all this help with string
inequalities? Read on.
SP-5025 allows string equalities like
A$=“YES” but not inequalities like

in a more complex statement of the kind
IF(A$=“YES ”) +1) + (B$="MAYBE”)
THEN . . .
because if both expresions are true (AS is
not "YES", and B$ is “MAYBE”) then
they evaluate to +1 and —1 respectively,
and the whole, (+l)+(-l), evaluates to
zero . . . and the test fails, which is probably
not what was intended at all! This,
however, is easily solved simply by revers¬
ing the sign of the complete
‘(A$=“YES’’)+r part, and making it

—
—

instead
(A$=“YES")-1
which evaluates to 0 if AS is “YES” and to
1 if AS is not “YES”. This is just what is
required; now the arithmetic of the
conditional statement comes out all right:
a) if both are true (AS is not “YES”, and B$
is “MAYBE”) then the result is
(-l)+(-l), =-2 (and the test succeeds)
b) if neither are true, then the result is
0+0, =0
c) if one only is true, then the result is
A$o“YES”.
either ( 1)+(0), =-l
In a conditional statement such as
or (0) + (-l), = 1
IF A$=“YES" TI IEN PRINT “YES”
Note, however, that the original way
the expression ‘A$=“YES’" is evaluated
as —1 if true and 0 if false, and the test round
succeeds if the result is anything but zero. (A$=“YES”)+1
What is needed, then, is for the evaluation results in what is in fact an exclusive OR,
results to be the other way round for the because
result to be 0 if A$ is “YES" and -1 (or, a) if both are true, then the result is
indeed, any non-zero value) if A$ is not ( + 1) + (-1), =0 (and the test fails)
b) if neither is true, then the result is
"YES”.
This can very easily be achieved simply (0) + (0). =0
by modifying the expression used in the c) while if one only is true then the result is
either (+1) + (0), = + l
conditional statement by adding 1!
or (0) + (-l),=-l
Thus:
IF( AS=" YES”) + 1 THEN PRINT “NO”
This leads naturally to a more general
(where the modification is the ‘+T part) is Exclusive OR statement though applic¬
what is needed. Why? Because the ex¬ able only to two expressions (with the
pression ‘(A$=“YES”)’ has the value —1 proviso that each expression evaluates to
1 when true), namely one of the type
if true and 0 if false. And the expression
4(A$="YES”) +1’ has the value 0 if AS is IF (expression)— (expression) THEN . . .
observe that the normal *+’ has been
"YES" and + 1 if AS is not "YES".
So, where (A$=“YES”) is true, changed to a *— ’ (minus sign). This works
(A$=“YES”) +1 is not true, and where because:
(A$=“YES") is not true. (A$=“YES") a) if both expressions are true then the
+1 is true. Hence the whole conditional result is
statement is in effect comparable to the ( 1 ) ( 1), =0 (and the test fails)
statement
b) if neither is true, then the result is
(0) (0), =0 (and the test fails)
IF A$<> "YES" THEN PRINT “NO"
and so string inequalities are ‘possible’ c) if one only is true then the result is
cither (—1) (0), = 1
after all!
The expression ‘(A$="YES”)+ F used or (0) ( 1), = + l
in this example actually evaluates to 1 (and in either case the test succeeds).
While dealing with string inequalities
when AS is not “YES", rather than to 1,
and this may make it rather difficult to use and inclusive ORs the logical NOT crept

—
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SHARP LOGIC
pass unannounced — for, after all, NOT
(expression) is merely the converse of the
truth of the expression, with NOT (expres¬
sion) evaluating to 0 when the expression
itself evaluates to — 1, and vice versa. And,
as show’n, this converse is achieved just by
adding 1 (and, optionally, changing the
sign of the whole).
Accordingly, if a statement like
IF NOT (A=5) THEN . . .
is needed (and assuming that 'A<>5' is
not to be used!) write instead
IF (A=5)+ 1 THEN . . .
or
IF (A=5)-l THEN . . .
To be frank, there arc few’ occasions
when the inability to NOT, EXOR and/or
test for string inequalities is serious enough
to cause weeping and gnashing of teeth.
Now and again, however, it would be
neater, and possibly faster, to be able to
use these features.
Many programs need to ask the operator
questions requiring a ‘yes’ or 'no' answer,
and it is convenient to accept a single key
imput, ' Y' or ‘N\ using the GET function.
A standard routine to do this might be as
follows.
100 REM ANSWER 1
110 REM-120 GET AN$: IF AN$="" THEN 120
130 IF AN$="Y" THEN PRINT “YES":
GOTO 160
140 IF AN$=“N“ THEN PRINT "NO":
GOTO 160
150 GOTO 120
160 [CONTINUE W ITH REST OF

—

PROGRAM!

For those w'ho like structured programs,
without a proliferation of GOTOs, this is
very messy. So, they can use:
200 REM ANSWER 2
210 REM
220 GET AN$:IF ( ANS="”)((ANS="Y")+1)*((AN$="N")+1)

THEN 220
230 IF AN$=“Y" THEN PRINT

“YES”
240 IF AN$="N" THEN PRINT "NO"
250 [CONTINUE WITH REST OF

PROGRAM]
This illustrates a problem of this techni¬
que with regard to the arithmetic involved.
It would at first sight seem that what is
needed is
IF (AN$=“") + ((AN$ = "Y")+ 1)*
((AN$=“N")+1)

= — 1— (1)*(1), = —1 — 1, = —2.
and the IF test succeeds, as is required.
Another example might concern the
examination of the individual characters of
a string to find some particular character.
For instance, in a name and address
program each person's name and address
might be stored as a single 'packed' string,
in which the name is separated from the
address by a slash ('/’), needing unpacking
at some time during program operation in
order to resurrect one or other portion on
its own. A typical case might store, under
NAS, a name and address such as
"FRED BLOGGS/1 THE STREET.
ANY TOWN"
and a routine for getting the name portion
(NS) is as follows:—
100 REM FIND NAME 1
110 REM
120 L=LEN (NAS): N$=“"
130 FOR A=lTOL

140 C$=MID$ (NAS.A.l)
150 IF C$="/” THEN N$= LEFTS
(NAS. A — 1) : A=L
160 NEXT
170 [CONTINUE]
which actually is both neat and fast. But it
could be done like this:
200 REM FIND NAME 2
210 REM-220 L=LEN (NAS): B$=“”
230 FOR A= 1 TO L
240 C$=MID$ (NAS.A.l)
250 IF (CS=“/")+ 1 THEN N$=N$+C$
260 IF C$="/” THEN A=L
270 NEXT
2S0 [CONTINUE]
which, in this particular case, is not any
neater or faster than the first version.
Finally, SP-5025 afficionados (there
must be some, somewhere!) will be aware
that conditional statements like
IF A THEN
are allowed (if A is zero then the test fails,
while if A has any non-zero value the test
succeeds), so that zero and any non-zero
values of A can be distinguished, but that
the comparable
IF AS THEN . . .
is not allowed (because what's tested must
have a numerical value), so that null and
any non-null string cannot so easily be
distinguished. This omission can now be
rectified in at least two ways (if rectifica¬
tion is reallv needed), thus:
IF LEN (AS) THEN . . .
(LEN (AS) is only non-zero if AS is other
than a null string), or
IF (AS="”)+ 1 THEN . . .
(the expression is non-zero for any AS
except a null string: this is like saying 'IF
NOT (A$=“”) THEN .
as discussed
above).
S N Brown floe cit) points out that the
equating of '— L with 'true' causes compli¬
cations in statements like
IF (A=5) * (B=6) + (C=7) THEN . . .
which, if all the expressions are true,

...

suggests make this modification (with
acknowledgements to Avalon’s com¬
mented assembly listing for SP-5025, what
they actually do is convert the address for
the floating point constant define byte ‘— 1’
to that for ‘+1’ in those parts of SP-5025
that a) evaluate Boolean expressions, b)
work out integer values in accordance with
1NT, and c) hold a sequence of routines for
Boolean functions called from elsewhere).
If SP-5025 is changed in this way then —
naturally — expressions like

(A$="YES")+1
must themselves be modified into the form

(A$="YES”)-1

and close attention to the arithmetic
involved means that a number of conse¬
quential changes need be made to the
various expressions suggested above.
However, the more the Basic is modified
the more likely program crashes become
— a program written w'ith the modifica¬
tions of one Basic in mind may not run on a
machine using a Basic that does not have
those modifications — and while it is of
course possible to have every program
start with a procedure that modifies the
Basic as desired not only is this a bore but in
some cases it may lead to disaster (when
the second Basic has already been mod¬
ified in a manner incompatible with the
proposed further modification!). Accor¬
dingly, if any assumptions are to be made it
is best to assume that the Basic to be usedis
standard SP-5025, and to make the
program do what is required despite
SP-5025's drawbacks.
Thus, coming back to S N Brown’s
problem — that
TRUE AND TRUE OR TRUE
(-l)*(-l) + (-l)
evaluates 'incorrectly' (to 0) — an answer
is to observe the sign change caused by
multiplying two negatives, and to change it
back by prefacing the ANDed portion w ith
' — ’ (minus), like this:
IF - (A=5) * (B=6) + (C=7) THEN . . .
which gives all the correct results.
a) If all are true, then the result is
—( 1)*(—1) + (—!), = 1—1, = —2 (and
the test succeeds).
b) If none are true, then the result is
—(0) * (0) +(0),
= 0 (and the test fails).
c) If any one is true then the result is
either — ( — 1) * (0) + (0), =0 (fail)
or -(0) * (- 1) + (0), =0 (fail)
or -(0) * (0) + (-1), = -l (succeed)
d) If any two are true, then the result is
either — ( 1)*( 1) + (0), =-l (succeed)
or -(-1) * (0) + (-1). = - 1 (succeed)
or -(()) * (—1) + (— 1), = 1 (succeed)
All of these results are correct!
To generalise this, it is necessary to
make any ANDed expression negative
when all the individual parts are true, and
this can be assured simply by multiplying
the expression with (-l)"'1 where n is the
number of individual parts.
Thus:

—

—
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(note the first *+’) but this evaluates
incorrectly when AN$ is nothing (i.e.,
.
when no key has been pressed). Thus, if
AN$ is a null string the result is
(-l)+((0)+l)*((0)+l),
= -1+(1)*(1), = -1+ 1. =0.
which is not what is required!
Luckily this can be cured by ExORing
evaluates to
instead of InORing the expression
(-l)*(-l)+(-l),= +1 -1,-0
(ANS="”)-((AN$="Y") + 1)*
(-1)U(A1=Q,)*(A2=Q2)
and the test fails when apparently it should (- 1)2*(A,=Q1)*( A2=Q2)*(A1=0.I)
((AN$=“N”)+1)
(note the ‘minus’) evaluates correctly for succeed. He notes that if 'true' was ‘+1’
all inputs, including a null input — thus, if then the statement evaluates instead to
(-ir1*(A,=0,)*(A2=Q:)*(A,=0,)...
AN$ is null then the result is
( + l)*(+l) + (+1). = +1 +1, = 2
*(An=On)
(— l)-((0)+l)*((0)+l),
and the test succeeds. The POKEs he
BUD
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PROGRAMS
-

PRINT "ENTER CORRESPONDING SECOND SET OF VALUES"
DATUM" J "
240 PRINT* FORJ-1 TON: PRINT"
"; INPUTA <J > NEXT*
FORJ-lTONi FORK- 1 TON: IFA(J) >A(K) THENS-S+ 1i NEX TKELSENEXTK
250 IFA4-"H" THENE (J > -N-Ss S— O: NEXTJELSEE ( J ) -S+II S-Oi NEXTJ
252 1FP-1 254ELSEFQRJ*iTON: C ( J ) *E <J) : D ( J ) —A < J > « NE X T iP- 1 1 G0T0246
234 FORJ-1TON: 8 ( J ) <C ( J > -E ( J ) ) C2*X = ZÿB<J> Z-Z+B<J> iNEXT:
CC-1- ( <6*X> / <NC3-N> > *CLS*PRINT"CORRELATION COEFFICIENT IS":
PRIN T TAB < 30 ) CC
256 PRINT: PRINT"
NO CORRELATION
OR
♦O. 1
-O. 1
■
LITTLE CORRELATION
♦0.5
OR
-0.5
■
FAIRLY GOOD CORRELATION
OR +0. 7
-0.7
GOOD CORRELATION";
OR ♦0.8
-0.8
258 PR INI
m
VERY GOOD CORRELATION
-0.85 OR ♦0.85
m
SIGNIFICANT CORRELATION
OR ♦0.9
-0.9
m
HIGHLY SIGNIFICANT CORRELATION
-0.95 OR ♦0.95
♦1
m PERFECT CORRELATION":
OR
-1
GOSUB222: IFX-1 4ELSE230
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Program of the Month
MZ-80K Directory
by Frank Rooney

‘Directory’ is an extremely versatile data¬
base program for cassette-based MZ-80K
systems. It is fully-compatible with all the
popular dialects of Sharp Basic, including
the SP-5025 supplied with the machine,
but is particularly suited to Speedbasic.
Under Speedbasic, data is read/written at
approximately three times the speed of
Basic SP-5025.
The format of the database is almost
entirely user-defined, the user selecting
the filename, number of fields per record,
maximum field length and the name of
each field. All records are automatically
indexed as they are entered.
On running the program, you are
presented with a title page and two
options: (1) create a new file, or (2) load a
file from tape. Option (2) requests the
filename, asks you to insert the approxi¬
mate data tape and then searches for the
specified file. Selecting option (1) takes
you through a simple setting-up procedure
to determine the format of your file . When
this information has been entered, you
then move into the main menu shown in
the screen photo above. The dangerous
options are (8) and (9). Option (8) (Clear
file) deletes your file and file-format from
memory and re-runs the program. Option
(9) (Exit Program) deletes everything
and passes you
including the program
back to Basic.
The other options should all be fairly
self-explanatory. Option (1) allows you to
add new data to the file currently held in
memory; (2) performs an alphanumeric
sort on same; (3) allows you to edit and/or

—

—
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interrogate the file (of which, more later);
(4) allows you to delete a specified record;
(5) steps through the file , displaying either
the whole of each record or just the first
field; (6) prints either the whole file or
selected entries, and includes a special
routine for labels; and (7) saves the data to
cassette as a named file. The main menu
also keeps a running tab on remaining
available memory.
Option (3), as mentioned above, is the
search option. Where the index number is
known , you can simply enter this to effect a
high-speed, indexed search. Otherwise,
you enter the content of the first field (a
surname, for example), and the program
carries out a sequential search on thisfield .
If it is unable to find an exact match, it will
attempt to find entries with a similar
spelling. It will still locate ‘John Smith’ , for
example, if you ask it for ‘Jonathan Smith’
or ‘John Smitt' . This is an extremely useful
feature if you’re unsure of a spelling.
The printer-control codes employed in
the very flexible print routine in lines
1670-2790 were written for the Epson
MX80 FT III printer. You will, of course,
have to change these if you are using a
different printer and the REM statements
in lines 1690-1720 should provide you with
the necessary information.
‘Directory’ cannot be compared to a
disk-based system. Relying on low-speed
data transfer and sequential searches, it is
obviously slow when large amounts of data
are involved (though at least it can’t give a
‘Bdos’ error!). It is. however, surprisingly
fast for what it is. Incidentally, if you are
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CAMBRIDGE DATA
4 Somerset Gardens
Highgate
London
N6 5EQ
Telephone: 01-348 3298
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■ Low Power

Consumption
■Shift & Alpha Lock

■ Autorepeat (Model 777)
■ Parallel Data Output
■ Metal Mounting Frame
■ Suitable for Tuscan,
Tangerine etc.

Model KB756A
£44.50
56 key
KB710
Numeric Pad £ 7.50
KB771
72 key
£57.50
KB777
77 key
£65.00
Accessories available include:Metal Case
£15.95
Edge Connector
£ 2.25
DC to DC Convertor
£ 5.50
(for operation off single 5V supply)

High Performance
Monitor

MONITOR
■ 12" Green P31 Phosphor
■ MULLARD C R T
■80 Character
Line Capability

■ 24MHz Video Bandwidth
■ 240V AC Input

■ Toroidal Transformer

■ Composite Video Input

■ Ideal for

Apple. B.B.C.

Micro, Gemini, Nascom.
Tuscan, Newbrain etc.
MODEL 101
£89 50

UPGRADE Y0UR16K
ZX SPECTRUM TO 48 K

£1450.00
£1450.00

five

plus Control

£189.00
Model A
£219.00 Drive, boxed
Model AD
Floppy Controller £120.00 power supply £220.00

SUPERBRAIN
10 MB Compustar
VPU 4 (DQD)
+ VAT

■ Upper & Lower Case

VER-WORD IS
COMING

SIMPLY FITS INTERNALLY WITH NO SOLDERING ON
SERIES 2 MODELS UNLIKE COMPETITORS. WE USE NO
REJECT COMPONENTS AND AN ADAPTOR P C BOARD
TO ACHIEVE RESULTS DESIGNED BY EX SINCLAIR
ENGINEER MODEL CP48 £20 95 -VAT

32 K MEMORY EXTENSION

0NLY£20.95

U.K. Orders add 15% VAT on order total. Overseas
Orders add £6.50 to cover part cost postage and
documentation. Delivery all items ex stock.

Citadel Products Ltd
Dept. PCW, 50 High Street, Edgware,

Middlesex. HA8 7EP. Tel: 01-951 1848
PCW 275

MICROMART

PROGRAMS
used to disk-based systems, don’t forget to
save your data before coming out of the
program: unlike most disk systems,

‘Directory’ will neither remind you nor do
it for you!

10 REM
DIRECTORY
3/83 CX3
20 REM CD F.R. ROONEY
30 REM
80 G0T02940
90 REM cun
SORT trimm
100 PRINT"BSorting.
"
1 10 P0KE88O3, X3l ROKE8806, X4
■
(
120 S*»11 SL 1) 11 SR ( 1) “EN
130 Q=SL(S> *R=SR(S> tS=S-l
140 X=Ql J*R: X«>N«< 1, INT ( (Q+R) /2> )
130 IFN*<l,XXX*THENX-X + liG0T0150
160 IFX*< N* ( 1,J ) THENJ*J-1 t GOTO 160
170 IF X >J THEN2 10
180 FORI= 1 TON
190 0*( I >=N* (I X) iNt (I X) =N*(I J) l N* (I,J) “OS <I) t NEXTI

-

WE ARE LOOKING
FOR DEBUGGED
BASIC AND
MACHINE CODE
PROGRAMS

..

200

DCT/PDA/1

*

*

rt
1 /UDM1
By Racto West

*

Comprehensive teaching and reference book
on programming Commodore’s 2000, 3000,
40<K) and 8000 microcomputers and
peripherals.
Many programs, charts and diagrams. 17
chapters, appendices, and index, iv + 504 page
large-format paperback. ISBN 0 9507650 0 7.
Price in UK and Europe £ 14.90 each (includes
post and packing). Five or more £12.90 each. 48
hour order turnaround guaranteed.
Trade Manager, Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, Woodlands Park Avenue,
MAIDENHEAD, Berks SL3 3LX.
Tel: (062882) 3104

,
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770 G0T0750
780 PRINT-Q Are there any more entries ?

790
800
810
820

V-

.

*

J
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DRAGON SOFTWARE
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copy/ies Programming the PETCBM at £14.90

ADDRESS

(Y

GETA4* IFA*=" "THEN790
IF A*= " Y " THEN630
IFA4="N"THENEN*Xi G0T0440
G0T0790
830 REM cm
SEARCH CXXXXJ
840 PRINT"BEnter ENTRY NUMBER or "|C»<1>
850 PRINT"0<0>
8<.0> to return to DIRECTORY!!DIRECTOR
860 INPUT" "SDT*:PPINTs
IFDT**= "O" THEND1«0l D2-0l G0T0440
SI
870 AD=ASC (LEFT* <DT*, 1) ) i IF (AD< 49) -f (AD >57) THENGOSUB960: RETURN
880 X=VAL(DT4) s IFX >ENTHEN840
890 IF (D1»0) (D3*0> THENRETURN
* No. " 5 X iPRINT FORI= 1 TON* PR INTN* (I, X ) *NEXTI:D1=0
900 PR INT "Entry
910 IFD2-0THENRETURN
920 PRINT"BIs this the entry requested ? (Y or N) "
930 GETA4: IFA4="Y "THENRETURN
940 IFA<3 "N" THEN840
950 G0T0930
960 V-0: X=1
970 IFN* ( 1 X)=DT*THENV=V+1 |H(V)=X
980 IFX >ENTHENX«EN! GOTO 1000
990 X=X+1i G0T0970
1000 IFV“0THEN1070
1010 IF V» 1 THENX=H ( V) s Dl»0s G0T0890
1020 PRINT " 3No B":F0RX=1T0V*P=H<X)
-;N*(2,P) INEXTX: PRINTSL4
1030 PRINTPS " •• JN*< 1,P) S
1040 INPUT "Enter No. (O if NONE): " 5 X l 1FX=0THEN840
1050 IFX ENTHENPRINT " n " ; SPC ( 40 ) S " SR " : GOTO 1040
1060 GOT 0890
1070 PRINT ONO SUCH ENTRY FOUND"
1080 POKE8805, 114: P0KE8806, 34
1090 X= 1
1100 IFLEFT* (N$ ( 1 X > , 3) =LEFT* (DT», 3) THENV-V+1 H (V) »X
1110 IFX>ENTHENX*ENiG0T01130
1120 X = X + 1 G0T01100
1130 IFV-OTHENUSR ( 62) : GOT 0840
1140 PRINT "OPerhaps the spelling is wrong1150 PRINT-SIMILAR entries are* S" IFVMTRENDl-Ot G0T01020
1160 F0RDD«lT01000sNEXTDDiDl-0

Woodlands Park Avenue, MAIDENHEAD,
Berks SL3 3LX

NAME

,*

*

690 IFN*(I, X)s="-"THENN$ (I, X)-""
700 IFN4 ( I X ) = " O " THENEN* X lrG0T0440
710 IFLEN(Nt( I, X) ) >LTHENP0KE4466, 3+2*1 « PRINTSPC (39) IG0T0670
720 P0KE4466, 4+2*1: PRINTSPC (39)
730 NEXTI
740 PRINT "Q Is all the above correct ? <Y or N> ": USR (62)
750 GETAS: IF Af *= " Y " THEN780
760 IFA4* -N" THENGOSUB1280 l PRINT " B " s G0T0780

Send orders and make cheques payable to
Trade M onager, Edward A mold ( Publishers) Ltd,

Send

-

0ÿ1

From dealers and booksellers or direct.

1 enclose chcque/PO for £

*

_

The Reference Encyclopedia for
Commodore PET and CBM Users

—— —

,

,

Programming the

“A masterpiece” Creative Computing
"Essential” Educational (Computing
"Excellent ” Jim Strasma
“Comprehensive & Accurate” — Jim Butterfield

,

220 IFX>-RTHEN240
230 S"S+1i SL (S) «=X* SR (S> =R
240 R»J
250 IFGKRTHEN140
260 IFS< >OTHEN 130
270 G0T0440
280 REM mmi) READ DATA TAPE CX1IIXIJ
290 PRINT"B"S t INPUT“Enter FILENAMEi "IF*
300 PRINT M8BP1 ace DATA TAPE in machine"
310 PRINT'D Press < SPACE > when ready"
320 BETA* s IFA**" " THEN340
330 G0T0320
340 PRINT* ROPENFt
330 INPUT /TN.L* DIMC* (N) iFORI-lTONl INPUT/TCf <I) NEXTI
360 DIMNt (N, 233) .0* (N) , Dt (233) , W4 (235)
370 INPUT /TEN* F0RX*1 TOEN
380 FOR 1 = 1 TON: INPUT /TNt (I X > NEXTI
390 NEXT X CLOSE t G0T04 10
400 DIMN4 (N. 235) ,0*(N) ,D*(235) ,W*(235)
410 P*“LEF T* ( SPa , L-2)
420 L = " < +LEFT*(LL*,L)+
430 REM
CXXTX3 MENU LXX1XXX3
440 Di=0*D2 ■0*D3-0
430 PRINT "B
460 PRINTF*; TAB(27) SENS
ENTRIES"
470 PRINT"
480 PRINT '
Press <1> to ENTER DATA"
490 PR INT¬
<2> to SORT DATA"
300 ER INT •
<3> to CHECK/ALTER DATA"
510 PRINT*
<4 > to DELETE DATA"
320 PRINT<3> to SCREEN-LIST"
530 PRINT'
<6> to PRINT -OUT"
540 PRINT1
<7> to SAVE FILE"
530 PRINT-3
<8> to CLEAR FILE"
360 PRINT'S
<9> to EXIT PROGRAM ":USR < 62)
370 PRINT'-aOMemory lefts (SIZES "0"
580 GETAt IFA*0THEN380
590 0NAG0T0610, 100, 1260, 1 190, 14
730,2810, 2900, 2920
600 REM Clixxm ENTER DATA TIT
610 IFEN>254THENPRINT "BFILE FULL " l USR (62) lFORDL 1 T 02000i NEXTDL:Q0T044«J
620 X-EN
630 X = X+1
640 PRINT-BEnter <-> if no entry is required"
650 PRINT"3Entry No. "S X
660 F ORI= 1 T ON
670 P0KE4466,2«-2*IiPRINTCf (I) S
PRINT "D" S Li
680 P0KE4466,
P0K.E4466, 3+2*1
3-*-2* 1 1 INPUT" " 5 N* (I X )

CONTACT: RICKY
ON: 0382-88232
ANYTIME
*

.

X-X+l.J-J-i

210 IFX<=JTHEN150

Are you always short of space? • Looking for variables? •
Debugging programmes (other people’s)? • Searching for jump sources?

YOU NEED LOWMAN: LOWMAN is LOWADD LTD s programme MANipulator
It is a suite of eight utilities used m their own program development

THEY CONSIST OF:
Delete Remarks. Shnnks programmes prior to com¬
4 Compare Compare 2 ASCII source codes and print
pilation
differences
2. Search for expressions Will search and print locations
5. Compress Compress source to Basic 4.51 lexical
of up to 20 expressions per pass
convention
3. Analyse Programme. This comprehensive programme
6. Expand Expand source to Basic 5.00 lexical conven¬
produces a complete breakdown of addresses of all
tion
definition statements Source and destination of all
7 Global Search and change within ASCII code with
options
jumps For/next and While wend loops, and a com
plete list of addresses of all vanables in alphabetical
8. Left justify. Aligns code and inserts TAB after line
order.
number
THE WHOLE SUITE CAN BE CUSTOMISED BY USER TO MATCH ANY SCREENS. Available in CPM format on
IBM standard 8" floppys. Please state density required TANDY format available shortly.
Send CHQ/PO for fc39.50 to LOWADD LTD. 82 GIRTON RD. CAMBRIDGE CB3 OLN. TEL: 0223*276243
For other formats please write

1.

PROGRAMS
1170
1180
1 190
1200

1210

X=H ( V) :60T0890
DELETIONS CXXXX1
REM cxx
D 1= 1:D2»1:D3- 1:G0SUB840
PRINT"BJust a moment
"
G=X :F0RI = 1 TON: NS (I,G) =" "rNEXTI
FORX =G T OEN: FORI•1 TON
Nt(I,X)«N9(I,X-»l> i NEXTI: NEXTX
EN=EN- 1: GOTO! 190
REM CXXXXJ ALTER DATA CXIIII
G0SUB840
GOSUB 1280 J GOTO 1260

MICROMART

1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280 PRINT"#
P9» M +*
1 290 FORI = 1 TONS POKE4466, I:PR INTIS" " ; N* < I X > : NE X TI
1300 PRINTSLf
1310 PRINT"Enter no. of line to CHANGE <0 if O.K.)"
1320 GET I*:IFI*=* " " T HEN1320
1330 IF 1 4=*"0"THENRETURN
1340 I-VAL<I*> : IFI-0THEN1320
1350 PRINT"!! (Enter <-> if BLANK LINE required)
1360 PRINT"B
Press <CR> when corrected"
1370 P0KE4466. Is INPUT" ES";N* <I X)
1380 IFN*<I. X)«"-“THENN9 (I X)="r'
1390 N* < I X > =LEF T* <N* < I, X ) L >
1400 GOTO 1280
1410 REM CXXXXJ SCREEN-LIST CXXXXJ
1420 PRINT "BPr ess <1> to list " 5 C* ( 1 ) i " only"
1 430 PRINT "0
<2> for FULL listing"
1440 GETA: IF < A=Q) ♦ ( A>2) THEN1 440
1450 PRINT "BPr ess <1> for CONTINUOUS listing"
1460 PRINT" 0
<2> for SINGLE-STEP listing"
1470 GETBJ IF <B=0> (B>2> THEN 1470
1 480 INPUT"BEnter STARTING NO. "!C
(OEN—
♦
1490 IF <C< 1 >
l) THEN 1 480
1500 IFB-2THEN1S30
1510 PRINT'BPress <SPACE> to STOP or RESTART"
<0> to return to DIRECTORY" iF0RDD=1 TOIOOO: NEXTDD
1 520 PRINT"
1530 PRINT"#"; i FQRX=CTOENr PRINT "Entry no. "S X*PRINT"
1540 PRINTN* ( 1, X) : IFA= 1 THEN 1560
1550 FORI=2T0Ni PR INTNS <I X ) : NEXTI
1560 IFB=2THEN16«X>
1570 GETBf : IFB*="0"THEN440
1580 IF B* = " " THENFORDD® 1 T0500 NE X T DD CiO TO 1600
1590 GO TO 1650
1600 IFB=2THENPRINT " OPr ess <SPACE,- for next entry"
1610 GETA*:IFA*»" "THEN1640
1620 IFA$= "0" THEN440
1630 G0TQ1610
1640 IFB=2THENPRINT"E";
1650 PRINT !NEXTX
1660 GQTQ440
1670 REM CXXXXJ PRINTOUT CXXXXJ
1680 REM For EPSON MX80 FT3 printer
1690 REM 5<f=ini ti allse 30=iqnore perforations 32=1 me spacing for 1 abel s
1700 REM 3E=emphasi sed print 3F=cancel
K=cancel
1710 REM O=condensed print
E=cancel
1720 REM nÿlarge print
1730 PR INT'B" ;: A 1=0: A2=0: A3=0: A4=0: A5=0: A6=0
1740 FORI*1TOENi WS ( I ) ■" "|D* ( I ) = " " : NE X TI
1750 DIMB»(8) ,B<8> ! FORI = 1 T08: B* (I > = " " ! B (I) =U: NEX T I
1760 PRINT "Press <1> to printout ALL ENTRIES"
<2> to printout SELECTED ENTRIES"
1770 PRINT "B
1780 GETA 1i IF(A1<1)+(A1 >2) THENl 780
1790 PRINT"BPr ess < 1 > to print LABELS"
<2> to print FANFOLD"
1800 PRINT'S
1810 GETA2: IF(A2< 1 ) + (A2>2> THEN1810
1820 IFA2= 1 THEN1970
1830 PRINT "BPr ess <1> for SINGLE FIELD per line"
1840 PRINT'S
<2> for TWO FIELDS per line"
1850 GETA3: IF < A3< 1 ) ♦ < A3 >2 > THEN 1850
1860 IFA3-1THEN2360
1870 PRINT"BThe fields for ";F*;" are:B"
1880 FOR 1*1TON: PRINTI» " - " ;C* < I) !NEXTI
1890 PRINT: FORI= 1 T0NSTEP2
1900 PRINT "Li ne"| 11 " : Enter FIELD NO.! "S
1910 GETB <I) IIF <B <I) < 1 > ♦ <B (I) >N) THEN 1910
1920 PRINTC* <B<I ) ) : IF 1 + 1 >NTHEN 1 960
1930 PRINT"Line"; IJ "i Enter FIELD NO.: "s
1
1940 GETB ( I+ 1 ) i IF(B(I +1X1) + (B(IM) >N ) THEN 1 940
1950 PRINTC* ( B ( I♦ 1 > ) sNEXTI
1960 G0T02360
1970 PRINT'BA MAXIMUM of 8 lines can be print. »d nn
1980 PRINT"each label."
1990 PRINT'BDo you want to print ";C*<1>;" and"
2000 PR INTC9 (2) ; " on the SAME line ? <Y or N> "
2010 GETA44 ! IFA49“"N"THENA4;: 1: G0T02070
2020 IFA4S= " Y " THENA4=2; GOT 02040
2030 G0T02010
2040 PRINT "BPr ess <1> for a’|C*<i>«’ FIRST"
<2> for ";C9<2>!' FIRST "
2050 PRINT'S
2060 GETA5!IF < A5< 1 ) +ÿ ( A5 >2 ) THEN2060
2070 A7=0: PRINT "BThe fields in ";F*;“ are:"
2080 PRINT i FOR 1= 1 TON: PRINT "Field"} IJ"r " ? C* < 1 ) ! NE X 1 I
2090 PRINT "BEnter the field NUMBER tor each line of "
2100 PRINT" the label:"
2110 PRINT"BLine 1: "; : IF(A4=1 ) «ÿ< <A4=2> (A5=l ) ) THENFR1NIL* (1) I t DS*( S < 1 »
IF (A4=2) (A!i=2>THENPRINTC»<2) i " " ICO < 1 > !D9-C9 (2) ♦“ "ÿL*<1>
* (A!i= 1) THENPRINT " "; C9 (2) I D*=C* < 1 ) +" "ÿL*<2>
IF (A4=2) *
2140 PRINT
2150 PRINT"Enter <-> if BLANK LINE r equi r ed ": PR1NT
2160 F0RI=2T08: PRINT "Line"; I » "i
2170 GETB9 ( I ) : IFB9 <I) «" "THEN2170
2180 IFB* <I) ="-"THENB < I ) =0: GO 1 02200
2190 B(I )=VAL<B4(I) ) j IF (B( I >=0> ♦ (B( I) >N> THEN2170
2200 PRINTC4 (B (I) ) « A7~A7+liNEXTI

,,
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EPSON QX10
Two only, used 4 hours in
communications project, full
warranty, perfect condition
LIST — 10%ono
plus VAT

X COM SERVICES LTD
Tel: 01-539 0032/0345

-

-
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2210 IFA7>8THEN2070
2220 PRINT "BLine 1: ";D*
2230 F0RI=2T08s PRINT "Li ne" i I; "i " ic* (B (i> >

2240 NE X TI
2250 PRINT'BIs this O.K. ? (Y or N> "
2260 GETA*i IFA*="N" THEN2070
2270 IF AS= " Y " THEN2290
2280 G0T02260
2290 PRINT "BPr ess <1> for NORMAL FORMAT "
2300 PRINT'S
<2> if you want LAST LINE INDENTED*
2310 PRINT "SI
to the RIGHT"
2320 GETA6: IF (A6< 1 ) -MA6>2) IHEN2320
2330 IFA 1 = 1 THENG0SUB2 740
2340 IFA 1=2T HENG0SUB2600

NEW FLOPPY DISC
STORAGE SYSTEM
ALPHA DISC FILE STORE

OPEN

PHONE

MON SAT
1X630

0533
532391

Oft$

37 8 38
Second Floor
The Silver Arcade

Leicester

* Computing Specialists *
We are stockists of the fabulous

COLOUR GENIE!

THIS EXCEPTIONAL MICRO FOR

£194

f-

£6.00 CARRIAGE

• SEND FOR FREE COLOUR BROCHURE •

_ __ _

-

ALSO -

SPECIAL OFFER

ORIC-1 48k
PRINTERS

MICROHM, SIEKOSHA, ETC.

£149.95!

MONITORS
£126.50
PRINCE. 12"

SOFTWARE 8 BOOKS

THE VERY LATEST FOR COLOUR GENIE, ORIC, ZX81(
BBC VIC20. VIC64, SPECTRUM, ORAGON32
JOYSTICKS. CASSETTE PLAYERS, ADD ONS, ETC
MAII nonco WEMAIIOROER FAST!
IVlAIL Unlltn- PHONE FOR DETAILS

ftl

Mr. Chip
SOFTWARE

This is it the ultimate Fruit Machine Program, for
the VIC, with nudge, hold and respin, 100%
machine code.
‘JACKPOT is a beautifully written simulation
giving superb graphics, animation and use of
colour . In fact this program makes Commodore’s
fruit machine cartridge look unbelievably cheap
and nasty J

HCW 19/7/83

£5.50
Send cheques & PO,
catalogue available,
Mr Chip
Dept PCN,

A RIGID plastic binder with 10 double dust free
leaves, each will hold 2 standard disc's (10 leaves
20 pockets) each disc hasits own file card, available
for both 5 Vi" and 8" disc’s
Binder Colours: Red and Blue for 5 Vi":
Ref 5'20R or 5 20B
Ref S/20R rfiQc
S 20B E6 95 Green for 8" Ref 820
£10.75
Ref 820
P&PC1.25 per binder

1 Neville Place
Llandudno,
Gwynedd LL30 3BL
Tel: 0492 49747

Alpha, PO Box 125, Cheltenham, Glos GL51 6TP

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
PCW277

MICROMART
CIRO SOFT
PRESENT
GAMES FOR ORIC
—

MO01
Adventure
with graphics. By
combining the use of your
memory and your arcade
skill you can recover the
shares for the foundation.

SUBMLLER — A game of skill
with 9 degrees of difficulty
for one or more players.
Random hazzards appear.
requiring you to change
your strategy Great fun.

£6 loci, p&p

£6 1net. p&p

COMING SOON

PARACHUTIST — Take off your aircraft, avoid the clouds
and drop and land your parachutist to score points
FRUIT — Standard fruit machine game with Win, Nudge
and Gamble
£6 Incl. p&p for both.

CIRO SOFT

194 Hiltiaaborv Rd.. Chandler. Ford.
Hants $05 INS.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS
Prepares daybooks, cash books, sales,
purchase, nominal ledgers, trial
balance, profit and loss accounts.
Normal price£1200.
SPEICAL OFFER £895.

PAYROLL
All valid PAYE codes are catered for.
Facilities for different companies and
branches. Cash analysis, payslips,
P45 P60 etc. Normal price £500.
SPECIAL OFFER£ 395.
HARDWARE
North Star Horizon and Advantage
Superbrain. All hardware and soft¬
ware are under warranty for 12
months.

MICROSYS LTD.

58 High Street, Prescot L34 6HQ
051-426 7271/051-430 6650

WEST DEVON

& ELECTRONICS

DOWN IN PRICE
Dragon 32 and Colour Genie 32K

£169.90
inc VAT

Dragon disc drive system
£279 inc VAT
postage and packing free

PROGRAMS
2330 IFA2= 1 THEN2460
2360 PRINT "BLoad fanfold paper and align top of form"
2370 G0SUB2770
2380 PR 1NT /P " 3£R3E " J FAi "E2F " : FORX*CTQEN
2390 IF (A1=2)*(W*(X)="")THEN2430
2400 PRINT /P
2410 IFA3=* 1 THENF ORI«1TON: PRINT /PNB (I, X ) :NEXTI s G0T02450
2420 FORI= 1 T0NSTEP2
2430 PRINT /PNB < B (I > , X > ? " " J l IFN<I+1 THENPRINT/P: G0TO245O
2440 PRINT /PNB ( B (I♦ t > , X) iNEXTI
2450 NEXTX : G0T0440
2460 PRINVBLoad tractor-feed labels and align 1abel ": GQSUB2770
24 70 PRINT /P"383032" 1
2480 F0RX*CT0EN
2490 IF ( Al*2 ) ( W* ( X ) «" " 1 THEN2390
*
2300 IFA4*1THENB4
< X > =N4 ( 1 , X )
2510 1FA3= 1 THEND4 < X > =N» ( l, X)+", "+N*<2, X)

2320 IFA5=2THEND»(X>=N*<2. X)+" "ÿN4<1,X>
2330 IFLEN (D4 < X ) ) >32THENPR INT /P"0" • s REM Too long for label
condense print
2340 PR INT /PD* ( X ) IFLEN<D*<X> ) >32THENPR INT /P*B " J
2330 F0RH=2T07jPRINf/PN*(B(H) , X) iNEXTH
2560 IFA6-2THENPR INT /PSPC < 32-LEN <N4 < B < 8) X) ) ) I
2570 PRINT/PN* <B<8) X)
2580 PRINT /P
2390 NEXTX SG0T0440
2600 PRINT "BSELECTED PRINTOUT"
2610 PRINT'
2620 PRINT"OAs each entry is displayed:"
2630 PRINT "OPress
1 if REQUIRED"
2640 PR INT "B
<SPACE> if NOT REQUIRED"
2650 G0SUB2740
2660 FORX=CTOEN
2670 PRINT "BEntry no. "J X t PRINT t PRINT: FOR 1*1 TON: PRINTNS ( I X) INEXTI
2680 GET W» ( X ) « IF Wt ( X ) » " " THEN2680
2690 IFWS ( X ) *"0" THEN440
2700 IFW*(X>»" " THE NWS i X)*""i G0T02730
2710 IFWS ( X )
1 " THEN2730
2720 G0TO268O
2730 NEXTX j RETURN
2740 INPUT "OEnter entry STARTING NUMBERS "JC
2730 IF (C< 1 ) ♦ (C >EN- 1 ) THEN2740
2760 RETURN
Press <S> to START PRINTING"
2770 PRINT'S
2780 GETAS; IFA»= "S" THENRETURN
2790 G0T02780
2800 REM IX XX XX XT SAVE DATA CXXXXXH
2810 PR INT "Bf lace blanP DATA TAPE in machine"
2820 PRINTTAB< 15) S "33
•* •»
2830 INPUT"Enter FILEMANE: " S F*:F*=LEF T t (F$ 16 > :PRI NT
2840 WOPENF*
)
(
2850 PRINT /TN, L s FOR 1= 1 TON: PRINT /TC4 I :NEXT1
2860 PRINT /TEN: FORXM TOEN
2870 F0RI = 1 TON: PRINT /TN* (I X ) s NEXTI
2880 NEXTX; CLOSE i G0TQ44U
289u REM CXXXX3 CLEAR FILE CXXXXJ
_
2900 RUN _
2910 REM CXXIXJ CLEAR PROGRAM CXXXXI
2920 P0KF8B05, 1 14;P0KEB806. 34 ; POP E6347 , 44:PRINT "B" :L IMI TMAX ;NEW
2930 REM cum TITLE & INITIALISE CXim
2940 PR INT "Baca
mm MHU mm
mm at m
*M*K
2950 PRINT"
M «»»!»**»
*»**«*»
2960 PRINT"
w
«
«
MW* mv W*
2970 PRINT"
W
**»**. W
m m
»
2980 PRINT"
-mr m 'mr m « w
*»»
2990 PRINT"
300M PR INT" 03 " ; T AB (12)|"F.R. Rooney - 1983"
.SRCM)
,H(lO0)
I X*0:EN=*0
3010 P0KE6347, 1 24 1 M« 12: D IMSL <M>
3020 LL*»"
"
3030 SL4-"
3040 SP4-"_
3050 REM trim M/C SORT DATA CXXm •*CHR*<124>
3060 DAT A 12 1 -213*245*205*174*34*205*15*24-241 <145*48*1*1 75*129*71*227*205
3070 DATA1 *24-233*205*1*24*120*176*40*8*26*190*35*19*32*2*16*248*245*8*214
3080 DATA 176 *40 *26*6 1 *40*23*61 *40*23*61 *40*22*61 *40*24*61*40*21 -61 *40*23*61
3090 DATA40 -23*241*48*32*24*23*241 -32*22*24*25*241*36*1 7*24*6*241 *56*17*24
3100 DAT A 10*241 *40-7*24 *10*241*56*7*24*232*17*30*22*24*3*17*25*22*205*26*24
3110 DATA223*205* 123*35 * 195 *91 *34
3140 X 1=48; REM MEMORY SIZE
3150 X2* ( X 1♦4 ) 1024- 11 liLIMITX2: FORI“X2T0X2+ 110* READMC: POKE.I, MC ; NE XT 1
*
3160 X4= INI (X2/256)
: X3-IN7 ( X2-256*X4+. 5)
3170 PUKE8805, X3:P0FE8806, X4
3180 FRINT-aaaaa
Press <l> to CREATE NEW FILE3190 PRINT "C
<2> to LOAD PILE from TAPED" : USR (62)
3200 GET A: IF <A=0> MA>2> THEN3200

-

*

.

.
---

,

*"

-

.

,

*

*

*****

* **

*

*

_

3210 1FA-2THEN290

3220 REM CXXII3 SET UP NEW FILE LXXXXJ
3230 PRINT"BEnter FILENAME: " i PR INT "n-

-----------------. IK?" : USR <62>

3240 INPUT" ";F»:F*=LEF T* <F*t 16)
T-250 PR INT" 33knter NUMBER of FIELDS (2-9)
3260 GETN: IFN 2THEN3260
3270 PRINTN: DIMC* (N)
3280 P0kE4466,5; INPUT"Enter MAX field LENGTH (4-37)i"jL
3290 IF (L<4 > ♦ (L ->37 ) THENP0FE4466, 5: PR INTSPC ( 39) :G0T032B0
3300 FORI -1TON

3310 POPE 4466, S+2*I:PRINI "3"; TAB (22) i "<L
>00"
3320 PRINT "Enter NAME of FIELD"! 1 1 "» "I I INPUT" ";C*<I>
3330 NEXTI
3340 PRINT“HFl lename: " J Ft: FORI 1 TON
3350 PRINT "0 Field"! I! "s " • CS <I > :Nt X TI
3360 PO) E4466.24IPRINT"
Is the above Q.K. ? <Y or N)D";USR(62)
3370 GETAf: IF A»-= " Y " THEN400
3380 IF A4= " N" T HEN 3230
3390 G0T03370

-

Atom Ghost Maze
by A S Whittington

15 STATION ROAD,
HORRABRIDGE, YELVERTON, DEVON

TEL: YELVERTON (0822) 853434

DRAGON AND GENIE REPAIR CENTRE

BUDGET LABELS
The simple way to store and print labels
Individual label amendment.
Four methods of print selection.
User-Friendly screen layouts.
Fast, robust system.
Needs Apple with one or more disk drives.

•
•

•
•
•

£19.95 + VAT. P&P FREE
HIML WYI VALLEY COMPUTER SERVICES,
■RELSTONI Oil FARMRMSE,

MARSTOW. ROSS-Oft-WYE,
MERITS MRS 4MF.
TEL9M0ME: MOO 1*0410
278 PCW

‘Ghost Maze’ is a version of Pacman (can 1 anyone out there has never played a
say that without being sued?). The idea, if versionofthe game, istodash madly round

INDUSTRIAL APPLE. BBC, SIRIUS

IONET Process Control System — scores o1 transducers, miles apart on
a single wire Free Apple Demodisk tor genu ne enouiries and trace
Sample prices
Appie-BBC Sirius IONET nterlacefrom
£95.00 VAT
£200.00 - VAT
8 way 12 bit Analogue to Digital Remole
IONET s compat ble wlh Intersil s REMDACS and Analog Dev ces*
mix 'n' Match, Signal Conditioning Modules Remotes and Modules are
available to suit any transducer any job

-

Also —
£50.00
Fortran. Basic. Logo. Lisp Pascal compilers from
£150.00
Apolc 8748 micro development system
£150.00
Apple and BBC controlled 10 way mains pane*
Mail order only. Access or Barclaycard accepted

DATEX APPLIED MICROS
26 Lenhurst Way. Worthing, Sussex
Tel: 0903 67084

COMPUTER CARRYING CASE
Suitable for:

Spectrum, Oric, Lynx, Sord

and computers of similar size.
The hard case is finished in black, with turn
lockable fasteners and carrying handle Sepa¬
rate pockets hold Computer Manual, leads, pow¬
er pack, cassette player and 5 cassettes, folds
flat for storage. £13.95 inclusive VAT and £2
p&p.

Sherborne Designs
Victory House, 8A The Rank.
North Bradley, Trowbridge, Wilts.
Tel: 02214 4425
Dustcovers available for any computer or printers etc.

Kuma Computers

"-V

[Limited

on

A Combination of

Kuma
Come to Kuma for 700
soft ware.
The Sharp 700 is coming! If you

are a potential 700 dealer or
owner contact us for a software
list. As the UK's top Sharp
software publisher, we can have
you up and running in no time at
all.

Commodore Accounts
and Database.
Two recent introductions for
the Commodore range are Non
VAT Accounts and Database
programs in the proven 'Solid
State' series.
Non VAT Accounts is aimed at
small businesses and clubs who
need to keep financial records
but are not large enough to be
VAT registered. It caters for a full
12 month period and allows up
to 50 entries per month.
The Database has 255 pages
with up to 10 entries per page.
Other features include search,
print, browse, calculate, sort and
print summary. Also when a file
becomes too big, it can be split
into two.
Both programmes are a
cassette based (lots of disk ones
are on the way) and cost £24.50
vat each.

MSD0S Forth
Kuma is well known as a centre
for the Forth language and
would like to let all Sirius owners
know that as well as CPM 86,
Kuma Forth is now available
under MS DOS as well.

HX Terminal Software.
Desk Master 5 has now been
released. It's the editing
terminal which allows you to
prepare messages off-line
before talking to your bureau or
electronic mail box.
The cost is £39.50 - VAT.

Epsom HX 20 Book.
Because of our contribution in
the area of soft ware to the HX
20, Kuma has been appointed as
distributors by the publishers
for the new book called 'Getting
Started with the HX 20'. This will
be very helpful for people who
have only just bought HX 20's
and want a hand getting the best
out of it.
310 PCW

Soft & Hardware

Update to Spreadsheet
Calculator on
M-Z 80 A& K
The cassette based Sharp
Spreadsheet Calculator called
Calc 3.1 has now been updated
to 3.2. The improvements include
a more elegant display, faster
calculations, and more available
memory for the spreadsheet. So
send your tape in with £5.00 for
the update.

Low Cost WP Unit.
Kuma have a special package
deal for a word processing unit
based on the SHINWA CP 80
printer and the Sharp MZ 80 A
for less than £750.00. So phone
0628 7 1 778 to get the details
straight away.

Special Offers.
During August and until
September 14th Kuma have
special offers on hardware and
soft-ware, so phone in to get the
details.

Electronic Mail.

Kuma has over 500 software programmes
covering - utility, educational,
entertainment, word processing and other

For those people who wish to
contact Kuma using electronic
mail boxes, the addresses are as
follows.
For the British Leyland Comet

business requirements.
KumaComputers are backed with many
years of direct experience.

Service, the address is" Kuma."
For Telecom Gold, the address is

"KUM 001.''

P.C.W.Show.

PHONE NOW or SEND FOR DETAILS
MAIDENHEAD IE]1 (0628) 71778

Kuma will be exhibiting at the
P.C.W. show in the Autumn, so
please come along and visit our
stand. We'll be most pleased to
see our existing customers and
every body else who is
interested in our products.

Book from Kuma.
Kuma is publishing its first
book called 'MZ80A and MZ80K
Explained'.

This is a detailed description of
these excellent Sharp
computers, giving details of
both its instruction and its
machine code software
architecture. A must for
someone who wishes to know
how their MZ 80K or MZ 80A
works.
The cost for this is £5.95.

Kuma Computers Ltd 11 York Road,
Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1SQ

I

O'

Please tick box
for information required, and send coupon
Kuma Computers, II York Road, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1SQ

□ SAGE
□ SIRIUS-1
□ SHARP A
OSBORIME-1
\□□ EPSON HX-20
MAROW ARF

t

NAME

ADDRESS

POST CODE

□
□
□
□
□

SOFTWARE

□ NEWBRAIN
HARDWARE

□ COMMODORE 64
PRINTERS:

□ MATRIX
□ DAISY WHEEL

to:

□

SOFTW ARt

